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are a few right here in Hominy^ but the peo&e like, nowadays, like everything else, you have to go to the city to make a living, and Indian people
t
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are more or less integrating with the white civilization and they have to
take their place in line with everything else.
odd organization kind of in the background.-

That way, they find the

I was kind of thinking too,

it might be well to try to recruit some of these younger ladie's too.

I

guess some of them just don't care to,.for personal reasons, care to become
members..).'
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Other posts have' quite a fewmembers A They seem to quite a few of the
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youffger generation seem like they do very, well and they don t always rely
on the elderly, which that is right.

I admire .them a lot of times when I

see the young ladies taking a hold, speak out.. You see, they have education.
They do these things much easier.a.s~oT.der women.. We don't have the education.
Some of. them can't' re,ad. Some of them can't see. Therefore,'the young
people would just fit in there* right.

They have an education, and they will--

would just know how to handle it more so I should think, but they don t do
it.

I d.on't know why, but they don't do that.

It is that way in the state

convention. We go up there. We just see the' same--same old faces. But
we are always glad to see one another ^-Seem like more new Indian members
ape coming in.- They just don't like--I gu^ess they don't like to be bothered.
(Well, |t ought to be like anything you'do. You got to try harder and if
you don't succeed one way, you have to try another way, you know, it j u s t — )
That is why we don't like to give up much.
we dpn't run it like we should.

See, if we don't run it right,

We are going to lose.our chapter. We are

going to lose our-charter if we don't organize right and have these meetings.
So, therefore, it is all because it is hard to do but nobody else—I don't
i •

want to give up.

I,just don't.

This organization is just wonderful for me.

